Junior Seminar Intro
CAS, the EE and more!

Warm Up: What Do You Do for Fun?
Raise a hand and share one thing (school
appropriate) that you like to do for fun or to
relax.

From tumbler.com on giphy.

Chances are, many of the fun activities you
chose will count for CAS!

These cats are engaged in at least
two of the three CAS strands. Can
you name which ones?

Overview of This Presentation
Essential Question:
What are Seminar, CAS, the Extended Essay and TOK?

Objective:
I can explain the requirements of Junior Seminar class and get started on CAS
over the summer.

What is Seminar?
●
●
●
●

Seminar is an IHS class you will take during
your junior and senior years.
It is independent study and doesn’t have a
regular class time in your schedule.
It will have periodic meetings about once
every two weeks, sometimes longer.
You will complete your Creativity, Activity, and
Service (CAS) experiences and the Extended
Essay (EE) through Seminar.
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Why Does Seminar Matter?
●

●
●

●
●

You will learn to manage work independently,
become well rounded, and develop college-level
research and writing skills.
You will explore careers and colleges to prepare
for your future.
A passing grade in the third term of Junior
Seminar is necessary for earning a high school
diploma.
Passing grades in all six terms of Seminar is
necessary for earning the honorary IHS diploma.
Seminar work satisfies certain requirements for
the IB diploma.
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What is CAS?
●
●
●

CAS stands for Creativity, Activity and
Service.
CAS helps make you a more balanced
person.
Combined with the Extended Essay (EE)
and Theory of Knowledge (ToK) class, CAS
is a core part of the IHS and International
Baccalaureate experience.
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CAS and COVID-19
●

●

●

●
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Due to COVID-19, CAS requirements have been
relaxed in the past two years, but will be
restored in the coming school year.
You do not need to engage in a specific CAS
experience if you are concerned that it will put
you or your family at risk for COVID-19.
There are numerous options for all three CAS
strands, so you will be able to find experiences
that feel safe to you.
The following slides show the “normal”
requirements that are returning, but there will still
be exceptions based on individual needs.

CAS Hour Requirements
CAS hour requirements look like this over the course of two years:
CAS
strand:
Minimum
required
hours:

Creativity

Activity

Service

25

25

50

Total hours: 150
This means you need to do more than the minimum hours for a strand or strands
of your choice. For example, you could do 50/50/50 or 25/25/100.

CAS Hour Requirements
●
●
●
●
●

Your Seminar class requires you to complete at least
15 hours of CAS per term in order to earn a
passing grade.
If you only complete the minimum CAS hours per
term, you would still need 60 additional hours to
reach the 150-hour total over junior and senior year.
Many students choose to complete those “extra”
hours over the summer.
Up to 15 hours that you complete over the summer
can also count towards your hours for Trimester 1 (in
addition to counting toward the 150 total).
Take pictures of your service and any visual art
you make for creativity to provide documentation.
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Junior Year
●
●
●
●
●
●
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●

Seminar class requires you to complete at least 15
hours of service during your junior year.
These hours satisfy a State of Oregon graduation
requirement that you need to fulfill to earn a high
school diploma.
You may complete those 15 hours over the
summer.
Keep track of how many hours you complete over
the summer.
Record contact information for your service
supervisor (an adult who is not a family member).
You will write a detailed reflection each term
discussing how you have grown from your CAS
experiences.
Take pictures!!!

What Counts as Service? (From the IHS CAS Handbook)
Service activities involve volunteering your time to make a
positive contribution to your community. Scope can be local,
national, or global. In choosing your activity be mindful of
following Covid 19-related health regulations.
Service activities don’t include household chores, taking
care of siblings and can’t be activities where you are paid for
your time or where you receive school credit. Service
activities also can’t be activities that are required for your
participation in a school or sports organization.
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Service must be done through a nonprofit organization
rather than for an individual. For example, mowing your
elderly neighbor’s lawn doesn’t count.

Service Examples (From the IHS CAS Handbook)
Possible activities could include the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Kidsports coaching
Tutoring students as part of an organized service
program in or out of school
Volunteering for a service organization (Red Cross,
Doctors without borders, Free the Ocean)
Volunteering for Food for Lane County or Greenhill
Humane Society
Charitable activities or fundraising events through
service clubs such as Key Club and Interact
(Regular club meetings are not counted as service
hours)

Take pictures of yourself doing the service!
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What Counts as Creativity? (From the IHS CAS Handbook)
Creativity activities involve the arts and other
creative endeavors. Activities might include but
are not limited to:
●
●
●
●

Practicing a musical instrument
Painting, sculpting, drawing, etc.
Dance lessons and dance performance
Writing poetry

Creativity hours can’t be hours in a class where
you are receiving credit or hours for which you
are paid.
Take pictures of any visual arts you create!
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What Counts as Activity? (From the IHS CAS Handbook)
Activity hours involve engaging in physical
exertion leading to a healthy lifestyle.
Activities might include but are not limited to:
●
●
●
●

Organized sports
Running, hiking, skiing
Yoga
Dance

Activity hours can’t be hours in a class where
you are receiving credit or hours for which
you are paid.
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CAS for Immersion Students (SI & FI)
●

●
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●
●
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Spanish and French Immersion students must
complete a minimum of 50 of the 150 required
CAS hours in a setting where their immersion
language is primarily used.
Service examples include volunteering at Buena
Vista or Charlemagne and tutoring students in
Spanish or French.
Creativity could include writing stories or poetry
in your immersion language.
Check with your seminar teacher and/or your
immersion teacher for guidance on specific
activities.

CAS Group Project
Students will participate in a group project involving
three or more individuals. The group project should
be a collaborative, well-considered series of
sequential CAS experiences. The group project
should:
●
●

Extend over at least one month, from planning
to completion. (We encourage longer projects.)
Include one or more of the CAS
strands—creativity, activity, and/or service.
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CAS Group Project
The group project should:
●

●

●

Incorporate a group of at least three people. (We
encourage you to work with other Eugene IHS students
and to involve students from multiple IHS campuses, but
this is not a requirement—you may work with non-IHS
students or with a community agency, for example, if
you prefer.)
Count individual strands towards the entire 150-hour
requirement, e.g., for a 20 hour project, a student might
count 8 hours of Creativity and 12 hours of Service, not
20 hours of each.
Be completed any time between the beginning of the
CAS program junior year and its due date in Term 2 of
senior year.
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CAS Group Project
The group project should:
●

●

●

Demonstrate thoughtful commitment and
meaningful engagement through the required
group project reflection; through evidence such
as photos, videos, flyers, etc.
There is no limit on hours for the group project,
but students should reflect accurately and
honestly on activities undertaken. The Seminar
teacher will determine the final value of the work.
School pageants such as Lancer, Irish, and Axe
pageants, do not count as Group Projects
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CAS Group Project Examples
Coaching a sports team with two other friends (activity,
service)
●
●
●

Role: Coach
Real task: To pass on knowledge and skills to others
Real Consequences: People have fun, exercise and learn
to play a new game

Getting a group together to teach the guitar to younger
students (creativity, service)
●
●
●
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Role: Instrumental music teacher
Real task: Making music together
Real Consequences: Improved individual and group
proficiency in music

CAS Group Project Examples
Clearing a beach of oil pollution, litter and jetsam (activity,
service)
●
●
●

Role: Environmental worker
Real task: Cleaning up the pollution
Real consequences: Environmental improvement

Organizing a “Walkathon” to raise money for guide dogs for
people who are blind
(creativity, activity, service)
●
●
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●

Role: Organizer, walk participant, assisting people who are blind
Real task: Planning and publicizing, walking with people who are
blind, raising money
Real consequences: People who are blind are provided with
guide dogs

CAS Group Project Examples
Identifying a cause for which to educate people and
fundraise (creativity, activity, service)
●
●
●
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Role: Charity campaigner
Real task: Arranging collection and delivery of items
and funds
Real consequences: Practical help for people in the
local and international community

What is the Extended Essay?
●
●
●
●
●
●
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A college-level research essay
Topic and subject area of your choice
Work begins Trimester 1 of junior year
Completed in Trimester 1 of senior year
A core component of the IHS and IB diplomas
No need to start now, but consider what research
topics might interest you

What is Theory of Knowledge?
●
●

●

●
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Theory of Knowledge (TOK) is not only a class
that you will take in your senior year of IHS.
It is also an entire way of thinking about how
and why we learn that is woven into all of junior
and senior year.
No need to do anything now, but be ready in the
fall to ask questions about how we know what
we know.
You will not only learn about literature, history
and economics; you will also question the
different interpretations of those subjects and
challenge the authority of the big thinkers.

IB TOK 2022
TOK asks us to
consider how we
know what we
know. At the
center is “the
knower” - each of
us will consider
how our unique
experiences and
knowledge may
impact our
learning

How Do I Learn More?
●
●
●

●

●

Check out the IHS website: ihs.4j.lane.edu.
You will find current service opportunities under the
Community Service/CAS tab.
The Junior/Senior Seminar section of the IHS website
has all of the materials for 2021-2022. (Some of the
requirements around CAS will be different for you.)
Read the IHS CAS Student Handbook for 2021-2022.
(This still reflects relaxed pandemic requirements that
don’t apply to you. We will update this document at the
beginning of fall term.)
Talk to your IHS teachers, especially those who have
taught Seminar.

